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Faces behind NAGWarerM
NAGWare is the
"umbtella" name for
NAG's range of
softw are tools and
associated products.
They are ideally suited
to the professional
programmer and also
for educational use.

They ate, of course,
used extensively
within NAG. Just one
example is the use of
the Fortran 77 Tools in

the automatic
generation of the NAG
C Header Files.
The NAGWare team
works within the
Softrvare Engineering
group of the Software
Environments

Division, working for
Divisional Manager
Robert Iles.
The team is made up
of Group Leader Ian
Houn&ffi, Malcolm

Cohen (Senior
Technical Consultant),
Gary Halsall, Stuart
Hemstock and Daniel
Egleton.
Ian Hounam joined
NAG in 1986 as

Toolpackll
Coordinator. He
became Software

Engineering Group
Leader two years later
and is now responsible
for the NAGWare
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Tools. Before joining
NAG Ian worked at
the University of
Strathclyde on
computer simulation
modelling.

Malcolm Cohen is a
Senior Technical
Consultant and is
responsible for the
NAGWare f90
Compiler. Malcolm

joined NAG in 1984 as
a Software Engineer,
left for a year to work
in Iceland on a
decision support
system for a fishing
trawler, and came back
to NAG in 1987. He
has a Computer
Science degree from
the Australian
National University,
and went on to work

for the Australian
Public Service and the
Australian Capital
Territory Electricity
Authority.
The NAGWare f90
Compiler has been
selected as a British
Computing Society
L992 Award Medallist.
The BCS awards are
given annually for

The NAGWare team (left to right) Daniel Egleton, Stuart Hemstock,
Ian Hounam, Gary Halsall and MaIcoIm Cohen

important and
innovative software
developments. The
medallists are selected
by an investigating
panel as a result of
evaluation on design,
technical importance
and commercial
viability criteria.
Our congratulations to
Malcolm and all of the
team who worked on
the compiler for
winning this well
deserved recognition.
Daniel Egleton is
working with the
group for a twelve
month period as part
of his degree in
Computer Science
from the University of
Hertfordshire. He is
working on software
tools.
Gary Halsall joined
NAG earlier this year
as a Software
Engineer. He has a
Computer Science
degree from the
University of Wales
and before joining
NAG was working as
a contractor. Gary is
part of the f90
Compiler development
team.
Stuart Hemstock

joined NAG in 1"99L as
a Project Programmer,
initially working on
the MATLAB gateway
generator project.
Stuart is now involved
in the development of
the Fortran 90 Tools.

Ian Hounam, Sofnuare Engineering Group Leader,
responsible fo, NAGWare tools
He has a degree in
Computer Science
from Staffordshire
Polytechnic.

NAGWare f90

Compiler
The NAGWare f90
Compiler is the
world's first Fortran
90 compiler and was
launched by NAG in
June I99I. It is a full
ISO standard
implementation which
has been well tested
and is highly portable being available on a
wide range of
machines (see page 15
for details).

NAGWare FTN90
Gornpiler
This is an ISO Fortran
90 conformant
compiler produced for
the 3861486 PC
running DOS in
collaboration with
Salford Software Ltd.
The Entry Level (loadand-go) version of this
compiler is also now
available.

NAGWare
Fortran 90 Test
Suite
The NAGWare
Fortran 90 Test Suite
is a large body of
software written to test

the operation of
Fortran 90 (ISO/LEC:

Ls3e-Leer)
compilation and
processing systems. It
can be used by both
developers and users
of Fortran 90 systems for ensuring that
aspects of the ISO
language have been
correctly implemented
and for checking that
updates and changes to
those systems do not
introduce errors.

NAGWare
Fortran 90

Technology
lnitiative
The NAGWare
Fortran 90 technology
initiative is an
opportunity for
developers to have
access to existing
proven Fortran 90
compilation software
to assist them in
developing Fortran 90
systems quickly and
cost effectively.

Within the NAGWare
Fortran 90 Technology
Initiative, NAG's
unrivalled softw are

range of ways

and expertise can be
made available in
whatever way best

porting support and
software development.

suits your needs.

NAGWare

FortranTT Tools
The NAGWare
Fortran 77 Tools
service is a collection
of tools for processing,
analysing and
transforming Fortran
77 source code. The
tools can be used in a

including quality
assurance,

standardisation,

NAGWare
VecPar_77
NAGWare VecPar-77
provides the Fortran
programmer with an
interactive tool for
restructuring and fine
tuning programs for
execution on vector or
parallel machines.

NAGWarerM Fortran 90

ORTRAN

The future of Fortran here today

